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Steve McCurry
STORIES AND DREAMS. PORTRAITS OF CHILDHOOD
Imprint:
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Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold:

Mondadori Electa
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Approx 5000
29,3 x 28,3 cm
Hardcover
150
October 2021
France, UK (W_Eng), Spain

Portraits are a central theme in Steve McCurry’s photography and children have always been particularly appreciated by him. Proof is The
Afghan Girl, one of his greatest masterpieces, and the numerous international exhibitions of his on the subject. This new volume by Steve
McCurry is completely dedicated to childhood and children: the book will have more than 150 photographs – from his well known classics
to never before published ones – taken in every corner of the globe and portraying children in scenes of every day life.
A tribute to an extraordinary period of life, a gallery of surprising portraits that tell about childhood from different perspectives.
Steve McCurry has been one of the most iconic figures in contemporary photography for more than three decades.
His body of work spans conflicts, vanishing cultures, ancient traditions and contemporary culture alike - yet always retains the human
element that made his celebrated image of the Afghan Girl such a powerful image.
McCurry has been recognized with some of the most prestigious awards including the Robert Capa Gold Medal, National Press
Photographers Award, and an unprecedented four first prize awards from the World Press Photo contest amongst dozens of others.

Steve McCurry
IN SEARCH OF ELSEWHERE: UNSEEN IMAGES

Bonnie McCurry
IN SEARCH OF ELSEWHERE: UNSEEN IMAGES
«THE TIMES» PHOTOGRAPHY BOOK OF THE YEAR 2018

Modadori Electa
HC - 208 pages
October 2020
Foreign rights sold to: France, Germany, UK (W_Eng), Spain

Modadori Electa
HC - 392 pages
2018
Foreign rights sold to: France, Germany, UK (W_Eng)

Memoir

Stefano Godano
KUNDERA AND FELLINI
The art of never having met
Imprint:
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Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Rizzoli
200
Approx 48000
14,2x20 cm
Hardcover with jacket
20
March 2022

After Fellini’s death, Stefano Godano and his wife Daniela Barbiani, niece and assistant of the filmmaker, met Milan and Vera Kunder in 2001. Their
relationship grew to an extraordinary friendship rich with riunions, letters and long phone calls. Hours and hours of conversations at the Kundera’s house
and at restaurants in Saint Germain. The most inaccessible and unreachable writer opened up with the author, sailing the wave of their strong friendship
and common passion for Federico Fellini and for the search of creative and visual connections with the great Italian filmmaker.
A long voyage to discover Milan Kundera, the shy and brilliant intellectual known for his modesty. His novels and the flee from Czechoslovakia, his love of
France and his intolerance of the “gauche caviar”, his passion for Venice, Capri and Rome and for Italian towns where silence takes over and where you can
only hear the bells tolling, and his judgements on some great contemporary writers: Marquez, Fuentes, Roth, Cortázar, Kenzaburo Oe. And then his favourite
meals, his sweet and musical voice, his reserve and his strictness. A true and new portrait of the 93 year-old writer, enriched by his own drawings and those
of Fellini.

Daniela Barbiani with an introduction by Milan Kundera and an afterwords by Piero Citati
FEDERICO FELLINI. AN INTIMATE DICTIONARY IN WORDS AND IMAGES
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold to:

Piemme
160
2019
Lithuania

Over 200 key words for an accessible overview of Fellini’s thought, with observations by the great film director on his artistic and
creative world, on cinema, women, Rome, his dreams and passions. A meticulous selection of his writings to delve into the many
facets of his clear-eyed worldview. The whole universe of his thought revealed through his musings on cinema (director, actor,
scriptwriter, light, color, dream...), on people, on women, on colleagues and artists (Benigni, Balthus, Chaplin, Kaftka, Warhol...), on
memories, reflections and dreams (adolescence, madness, future, insomnia, moon, Ponentino...).
Illustrated by sketches jotted down by Fellini in his moments of relaxation and musing between 1980 and 1993, drawings in which
the white page becomes an actual white “screen” reflecting a first and immediate depiction of his visions and dreams.

Federico Fellini
THE BOOK OF DREAMS
Imprint:
Pages:
Binding:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold to:

Rizzoli Illustrati
560
Hardcover / Softcover
China, France
2020 / 2021

English rights not available

PREFACE BY LINA WERTMULLER
TEXTS BY: SERGIO TOFFETTI, FELICE LAUDADIO, GIAN LUCA FARINELLI, GIAMPIERO BRUNETTA, SIMONA ARGENTIERI,
FILIPPO CECCARELLI, MILO MANARA
A truly unique book in a new edition released to celebrate the centenary of Fellini’s birth.
Published in cooperation with the Township of Rimini, Museo Nazionale del Cinema, Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia and Cineteca di Bologna, the
work is enriched with new commentaries and design.
Il Libro dei sogni [The Book of Dreams] is a journal Federico Fellini faithfully kept from the end of the Sixties to August 1990, meticulously recording his
actual dreams and nightmares through drawings or, in his own words, “rough sketches and impromptu, off-the-cuff notes”. A vibrant journey into the
boundless imagination of a genius, this work is a vital element in understanding the creating experience of the great filmmaker
“A truly gorgeous book, like an oneiric Divine Comedy.” ANTONIO D’ORRICO
“As fascinating as the very best work of the Rimini film-maker, Libro dei sogni is a bottomless reservoir of relics, surreal conjectures, chimerical visions,
prophetic insights.” TULLIO KEZICH

Images speak

Romano Prodi
EUROPE
Imprint:
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Wordcount:
Trim size:
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Rizzoli Illustrati
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16,2 x 21,7 cm
Hardcover with jacket
October 2021

Who better than Romano Prodi could explain Europe to us?
Since the Second World War, it has been clear that only a consolidated and shared union could protect European countries from new, bloody conflicts.
It was with this in mind that the European project was born when, in 1957, six founding countries signed the Treaty of Rome on Capitol Hill.
Originally motivated by the desire for peace, the EU's journey has been long and troubled: first as a political union, then as an economic union, and
gradually with increasingly ambitious goals on civil rights, welfare, hospitality. The events are recounted to the reader's heart and memory through
hundred iconic images: from post-war reconstruction to the fall of the Berlin Wall, from the abolition of borders to the single currency, from universal
suffrage to referendum, from scientific researches to Erasmus, right up to the recent painful exit of Great Britain. No one better than Romano Prodi,
former President of the European Commission - the "founding father" of the Euro and convinced supporter of the EU enlargement - could recount the
stages of this journey, the shared values, the achievements and disillusions; but also how Europe has become part of the daily life of its citizens,
widening the prospects of the new generations. Through a lucid look at the contradictions and the mistakes made over the years, his words reveal an
unfailing faith in the project that he helped to build. Today, more than ever, the traumatic experience of the global pandemic reminds us that the
European Union is a great strength, and not only that: it is our future.

Romano Prodi (born in Scandiano in 1939) is acknowledged as a leading authority on the European Union. Former professor of Economics and Industrial politics at
the Universities of Bologna, Trent and Harvard, he was Minister of State for Industry and Commerce (1978-79) and president of IRI (1982-89; 1993-94); Prime
Minister of Italy (1996-98); President of the European Commission (1999-2004), and once more Prime Minister of Italy from 2006 to 2008. The five years of his
presidency at the European Commission coincided with a number of defining moments in the history of EU, including the advent of the single currency and the signing
of the European Constitution, in 2004.

Daryus Arya
ANCIENT ROME
Imprint:
Pages:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
256
16,2 x 21,7 cm
Hardcover with jacket
October 2021

Full unedited English text available

Ancient Rome is not just history, it is part of our daily life.
Our present is tightly woven into the cultural, artistic and social history that this city created over the
centuries
A single city was able to create an extraordinary empire which, against all odds, expanded itself for centuries thanks to a winning formula based on
military force, on law, on trade and cultural exchanges, and left its mark on the whole Mediterranean area.
In this illustrated volume, archaeological objects and artefacts come alive and "speak" through the stories they tell, made simple and engaging by a
passionate scholar who has made it his mission to spread the word about ancient history, starting from the premise that ancient Rome can be found
everywhere in today's city: its history is alive and present and part of our everyday lives as people of the 21st century.
The rich heritage of the ancient Romans is still here, on site, and in situ, you just have to know how to read it.
Our lives are densely woven into the rich tapestry of streets, buildings and monuments. This is Rome, ancient and contemporary.
.

Darius Arya was born in Buffalo (NY) in 1971 in a family of Persian descent, and today lives in Rome. He is an archeologist and anthropologist and
specializes in the Imperial history of Rome. He has been a teacher and lecturer and participated in several archeological expeditions. He is also a
documentarist, a television host, a podcast, video and live streaming producer, employing all available channels to spread information on Roman
history and archeology. He is the recipient of the Shorty Social Good Award for his work as cultural communicator. He co-founded with Tom Rankin and
is the director of the American Institute for Roman Culture in Rome. His Web site is www.dariusaryadigs.com

Art and Architecture

Patrizia Piccinini, Lorenzo Pennati
PIERO PORTALUPPI
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
244
Approx. 30.000
22,8x28
Hardcover
November 2021

English rights not available

A tribute to a recently rediscovered Italian architect and urban planner from the early twentieth century, featuring
150 previously unpublished photographs.
After the recent work on Carlo Scarpa, this new volume is dedicated to Piero Portaluppi (1888-1967), a significant and recently rediscovered figure of
Italian twentieth-century architecture. Long neglected by critics, his work has been revisited and rightly reappraised thanks to the opening of Villa Necchi
in Milan to the public.
The book traces Portaluppi’s work through three design typologies: living spaces, the aesthetics of industrial structures and public places. Notable
examples of the industrial spaces include the power plants that Portaluppi lovingly constructed from 1910 to 1930, real architectural gems with an
eclectic taste.

CARLO SCARPA. Beyond matter
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold to:

Rizzoli Illustrati
224
November 2020
China

English rights not available

A tribute to a great master of postwar Italian architecture, through a photographic journey with high visual impact.
Patrizia Piccinini is a journalist specializing in interior design. After graduating in architecture at the Polytechnic University of Milan, she has worked for
several Italian magazines, and since 1998 has been a fixture for “Marie Claire Maison”.
Lorenzo Pennati is a photographer specializing in interior design and advertising. He collaborates with several trade magazines in Italy and abroad - such
as "Elle Decoration" (China and UK), "Wohnrevue", "Architectural Digest", "L'Officiel" and "Marie Claire Maison" - as well as with firms for décor and interior
design.

Philippe Daverio
NAPOLEON
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
208
Approx. 24.000
16,2x21,7
Hardcover with jacket
November 2021

Napoleon retold through history, art, habits and the surprising and indelible marks he has left on Italy and Europe

Driven by his trademark curiosity and thirst for knowledge, Philippe Daverio delved deep in the story of Napoleon. The personality he brings to light is both
fascinating and riddled with contradictions - the heir of a large family of former Italian Corsicans that will settle all over Italy and Europe; a megalomaniac
who thought of himself as an ancient Roman, and would declare himself consul and then emperor; a lover of Italian art who kept the Mona Lisa hanging on
a wall in his private bedroom.
Daverio analyzes the manifold facets of the man through his background and development, and through his relationship with Italy, the country that bears
the most striking signs of Napoleon’s legacy - in its monuments, in the names of streets and town squares, in the long-term effects of Napoleon’s policies.
And most importantly Daverio illustrates Napoleon’s link to the arts, through the advent of Neoclassicism and of Egyptology, and his impact as
communicator and political propagandist, through the marble portraits displayed everywhere in seats of government and administration.
Neither a traditional biography nor a history essay, this book is the investigation of a cultural anthropologist forever fascinated by the traces,
contaminations and cross-influences that towering historical figures always leave on the lives of peoples and their cultures.
Philippe Daverio (Mulhouse 1949-Milano 2020) was a great communicator and art historin, both on television and on the printed paper. He was full
professor at the Faculty of Architecture at the University of Palermo, Author and television host of the tv show called "Passepartout". Former director of the
Art magazine «Art and Dossier» with Rizzoli he has published numerous best sellers including the trilogy of The Imagined Museum (2011), translated into
Chinese and Russian. He has written the essays I finally understood Italy (2017) and Four Conversations on Europe(2019). In 2018 he wrote the volume
Grand Tour of Italy in small steps, dedicated to an ideal journey in Italy, that has been followed by My Europe in small steps (2019). His latest book,
released in Fall 2020, is The compulsion of Curiosity, whose translation’s rights have been sold to Russia. In 2021 was published posthumosly In praise of
women.

Philippe Daverio
IN PRAISE OF WOMEN
Luckily, they’re not like men
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
160
Approx. 17.000
14,2x20 cm
Hardcover with jacket
50
May 2021

A reflection on women from one of Philippe Daverio’s last lectures.
An affirmation of his boundless love and respect for the female world.
Philippe Daverio was a born communicator. He had a gift for imparting knowledge without pomposity, promenading through time and space with an
impeccable sense for pace and his trademark wit. A brilliance perfectly mirrored in this short essay on great women in art and history, taken from one of
his last lectures. Through the portraits of major historical personalities, from Matilda of Tuscany to Vittoria Colonna, from Margaret of Valois to Giulia
Beccaria to the freedom fighters of World War II, the author traces a parallel history in which women’s excellence, choices and lives steered the course of
history and art, while also imprinting social and family behavior. A tale in which Daverio focuses once more on the historical periods he loved best - from
the Middle Ages to Risorgimento to the creation of Europe - from a new and original standpoint. Because «luckily, men and women are different, and unlike
men women have the ability to think many things at the same time».

THE COMPULSION OF CURIOSITY
A year of stories, art, inventions, people and saints
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold to:

Rizzoli Illustrati
536
November 2020
Russia

Jacopo Veneziani
SYMMETRIES
Looking at the art of yesterday with the eyes of today
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold to:

Rizzoli Illustrati
176
April 2021
China

Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:

Approx. 30.000
16,2x21,7
Hardcover
Approx. 130

The key words to understanding the creative process of great artists and the ongoing dialogue between artists
of different eras. An author who speaks to the wider public by communicating through the new channels of the
Web.
Words can be a passepartout to penetrate the works and the working process of great artists. There are specific terms to unravel the visual code,
which is the language of art and perhaps not accessible at first sight. In this sense, the role of an art historian is to “make us notice”, helping us to look
deeper and refine our gaze. Jacopo Veneziani provides us with a veritable “Ariadne’s thread” to navigate between images and their history, find
connections between artists of different eras, bring to light unexpected links and relationships between works of art. In so doing he sheds new light on
the so often bewildering production of artists and art movements of the XX century, such as the “cut canvases” by Fontana or the ready-mades by
Duchamp.
A new journey in painting under the guide of a knowledgeable young communicator with a growing following on social networks and publishing.

#DIVULGO
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold to:

Rizzoli Illustrati
192
April 2020
China

The secrets, stories, and riddles of art.
Immerse yourself in paintings. Discover their secrets. Learn to see through new eyes, enhanced by new communications systems
appealing to the younger generation.
Jacopo Veneziani is a young lecturer studying for his PhD in History of Art the Sorbonne in Paris. With a life-long passion for disseminating culture, since 2017 he has
been posting a daily tweet with the hash tag #divulgo (“I disseminate”) to share knowledge about lesser known Italian masterpieces and artists. His
profile is gaining followers by the hour, with an average of 130/150,000 visualizations per tweet. The high level of engagement of his tweets has earned him
collaborations with communication agencies working to promote Italy’s cultural heritage

Nature

Mario Curnis
EIGHTEEN CHESTNUTS
The wood, the mountain, and happiness
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:

Mondadori Electa
250
March 2022

A story of redemption, resiliency, and resurrection. A lesson in the simple life in tune with the environment. And
a tale showing how, by the easiest of means, we can achieve the most arduous goal of all - happiness.

"Mountaineering instills a deep sort of freedom, something to do with everything that is challenging, unknown, mysterious. Its true beauty was not in
facing a hard climb, overcoming a strenuously hard technical problem, or even reaching the highest peak and looking down. Its true beauty was in
what mountaineering allowed me to discover within myself.”
Mario Curtis
Cassin, Bonatti, Messner, Casarotto, Moro, Urubko - Mario Curnis has made ascents with the very best in four generations of climbers. He has
climbed the Alps, the Andes, the Himalayas, and faced the Everest more than once (reaching its peak in 2002, at 66 years of age). At thirteen he
started work as a mason, discovered mountaineering, and became one of the best climbers around. In 2010 his construction company went
bankrupt, wiping out the work of a lifetime. The following year he was diagnosed with cancer. So he relocated to a place high up in the mountains,
tending a hundred goats, taking the medicines he needed and living like a hermit for a year, keeping a journal in which he recorded his daily
experiences. After his recovery, feeling stronger than ever, he moved with his wife to a cabin away from it all.
The overriding message of the book, narrated in flashbacks, anecdotes, and excerpts from the journal, is Mario’s “ancient soul” wisdom, the utter
independence of his thinking as he meditates on his life, on mountaineering, both past and present, on modern life, sharing his unique understanding
for nature and his vision of life and death, isolation and friendship, work, and passion.

Mario Curnis (Nembro, Bergamo, 1936) has climbed several Alpine peaks, and has opened a number of new climbing paths, also for winter ascents.
He has participated in many mountaineering expeditions outside Europe, including climbs in Patagonia, Lhotse, Makalu, Tien Shan and the Everest in 1973 and again in 2002, with Simone Moro. The 2002 ascent is recounted in a book written with Simone More, In cordata (Rizzoli 2015).

Hervé Barmasse
THE MATTERHORN
An Iconic Mountain
Imprint:
Pages:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
240
17 x 24 cm
Hardcover
150
November 2021

English sample available

The aim of this book is to create a work of art. To breathe life into an immersive experience, understanding, seeing, and listening to the illustrated
book, such as educational, motivational, and spectacular.
This will not be a book about a mountain, but about the mountain. A climb that will take each one of us, in our own different ways, to the summit. The
author goes after the main stages of mountaineering, an activity that is both romantic and competitive, and that on the Matterhorn experienced its
most important transformation from scientific to sports mountaineering. Many years afterwards, with great interest we will reread its story, we will get
to know the figures who made this mountain famous around the world (not just as concerns mountaineering), the legends, the anecdotes, and we will
make the Matterhorn, which no one is familiar with as yet, known to the public at large. Even the more “pop” public.
For the first time in this book, the author will give the Matterhorn a voice, creating a conversation with the reader in which the mountain confides its
experience and its most intimate life as humans cross its crests and walls. The book also makes use of an ad hoc photographic campaign that goes
back over the key passages on the regular paths to the peak, the Italian path along the crest of the Lion, and the Swiss path along the crest of the
Hoernli. These are iconic places that the author wants to record in far-reaching unpublished images.

Hervé Barmasse
THE MATTERHORN
An Iconic Mountain
Hervé Barmasse
Alpinist, writer, filmmaker and athlete in The North Face® Global Team.
Born in Aosta on December 21, 1977 into a family where a passion for the mountains runs through their veins. The fourth generation of his family to
become a Matterhorn Mountain Guide, Hervé has completed numerous important ascents. He has travelled the globe, from Patagonia to Pakistan, on
his quest for challenging routes to climb. His achievements include the first ascent of the immense granite wall on the northwest face of Cerro
Piergiorgio, a new route on Cerro San Lorenzo, as well as the first ever ascent of Beka Brakai Chhok. He recently completed an exemplary Alpine-style
ascent in the Himalayas, climbing the south face of Shisha Pangma, 8027 meters, in just 13 hours. Closer to home, with the Matterhorn on his
doorstep, Hervé has more than made his mark with a host of new routes, first winter ascents and first solo ascents, putting his name to more feats on
this iconic mountain than any other climber in history. His exploits in mountaineering have brought him important recognition, including the Paolo
Consiglio Prize which he has been awarded four times.
La montagna dentro (The Mountain Inside), published by Laterza, was his first book, released in May 2015, and selling over 50,000 copies.
A book in which Hervé tells his story, the passion, fatigue, and emotions of his climbs.
Alessandra Raggio
Born in Genoa, she lives in Milan. After a decades-long experience in the publishing world as photo editor, curator, and author specialized in themes
having to do with mountains and mountaineering, she now works in synergy with the brands, and oversees editorial projects from the conception of a
book to the actual printing phase. She was the co-curator of a cycle of exhibitions for the Società Guide del Cervino (2012-2015) and the exhibition
“Cervino – 150° anniversario della prima ascensione” (150th anniversary of the first ascent of the Matterhorn). Since 2013 she has been co-founder
and CEO of ITACA The Outdoor Community which curates, organizes, and promotes film festivals devoted to the outdoor world and action sports. She
takes them on tours to over 100 cinemas in Italy as exclusive Italian partner for the international festivals of the Banff Centre Mountain Film Festival
(Canada), Ocean Film Festival (Australia), and Reel Rock Tour (United States). Exclusively for Italy, in 2019 she distributed FREE SOLO, winner of an
Oscar for the Best Documentary. The launch of the new streaming platform ITACA on Demand (October 2020) is the new project aimed at sharing with
the community of outdoors enthusiasts great adventure films always and everywhere, from the silver screen to the small screen.

Giancarlo Pedote
OCEAN IN THE SOUL
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
256
Approx 40000
17x24 cm
Hardcover with jacket
150
November 2021

An incredible sea adventure, 80 days alone with himself that become a metaphor of life.

"I participated in the regatta without expectations. I started from a blank sheet of white paper and if I had to fill it up, I would write down all the very
intense experiences I had. The cold, the heat, the humidity, the joy, the sadness. everything is felt in the most vivid form possible.“ Giancarlo Pedote
Each Vendée Globe is a great human and sporting adventure: a tour of the world of about 21,638 nautical miles (equal to 40,000 km) to be covered
alone, without stopovers and without assistance. In this book Giancarlo Pedote tells about his 80 days at sea, in very harsh conditions, with whales,
icebergs and storms as his only travel companions. An extreme experience, in which the man has to confront himself with his abilities, his fears and
his emotions, but also with technology, with the endurance of his boat, with the decision of the best tactics and the awareness of the risks. Inside the
narration of this journey, from departure to arrival, the author also includes the story of the preparation, of the search for motivation to face the
challenge, the overcoming of moments of discouragement. In this way, his sea adventure becomes a paradigm of the journey of life.

Giancarlo Pedote is an Italian sailor. Graduated in philosophy, he became first a windsurf instructor and then a passionate sailor. Since 2007 he is a
professional sailor and in 2008 he was Italian champion of the Mini Class. Since then he obtains numerous successes and trophies and in 2020 he
undertook and finished his first Vendée Globe, a round-the-world tripsolo, without stop and without assistance, the only Italian in the race, with a
Prysmian Group boat. He lives and works in France, in Larmor-Plage.

Petra Cola
THE SILENT TEACHER
The experience of mountaineering from a woman’s perspective
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrated
176
Approx 34000
17x24 cm
Hardcover
150
September 2021

“This is my true home, where I am surrounded by imposing mountain peaks and listen to the tales whispered by
the wind.”
Petra Cola
Born to a large family in Bolzano and brought up to love the outdoors and sports (from skiing to trekking, from swimming to climbing) as well as to
respect the environment and nature, in her book Petra recounts her life experiences, the lessons the mountains taught her and her commitment to
goals from an exquisitely female perspective. As a young woman, Petra has commanded attention with her strong personality, her boldness and her
fierce feminism, curating contents with integrity and conveying a principled take on competitiveness. In her pictures she is shown surrounded by
breathtaking natural views or at the top of the most gorgeous peaks in the Alps. In this illustrated volume she talks of the mountains, of sustainability,
of care for the environment and other people. She describes accessible walking paths and the more challenging hiking trails she explores the whole
year round, encouraging readers to follow in her footsteps by visiting themselves the beautiful places shown in her pictures, enjoying both the journey
and the destination.

Petra Cola Born in Bolzano in 1996, Petra Cola fell in love with the mountains as a child and has been a passionate mountaineer ever since. She
debuted as a photographer by posting her pictures on social networks, and today has 95 thousand followers on Instagram. She collaborates with top
brands of outdoor attire, like The North Face, and is a consultant for the Regional Government of Trentino Alto Adige

Ermanno Salvaterra
PATAGONIA. THE BIG DREAM.
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Mondadori Electa
224
Approx 34000
17x24 cm
Hardcover with jacket
100
May 2021

The achievements of a great mountain climber, the allure of a magical land, the most beautiful and daunting
mountain peak in the world.
With an introduction by Reinhold Messner
For over thirty years Ermanno Salvaterra has been acknowledged as the most “Patagonian” mountain climber of all times. He has earned his
reputation with climbing feats on Cerro Torre and the Fitz Roy, expeditions which Salvaterra himself has recorded in acclaimed and prizewinning
documentaries.
In this book he recounts over thirty years of mountaineering expeditions Patagonia, conveying and highlighting their unique emotional experience - the
fear and thrill of the climb, the exultation in reaching a peak as well as the chagrin of setbacks. He recounts the deaths, the homesickness, the
endless waits in freezing temperatures, the months spent on rock faces, and much, much more.
Through words and pictures, My Very Own Patagonia, explores all the paramount moments of a unique human adventure, driven by a consuming
passion for Patagonia - a fascinating and remote frontier - and for its mountains, widely considered to be the most beautiful and hard to climb in the
world.
About 100 photos taken by the author during his expeditions in Patagonia.
The tale of 40 years of exploits on Cerro Torre, the most arduous climb in the world.
Ermanno Salvaterra Born in Trentino, is a mountain climber and Alpine guide. Known as the “Man of the Cerro”, he has earned his reputation with
unrivalled feats on the mountains of Patagonia, and is recognized as one of the top experts of Patagonian peaks in the world.

Ermanno Salvaterra

PATAGONIA. THE BIG DREAM.

Travelling and Discovering

Matteo Collura
UNKNOWN SICILY
Hidden corners and untrodden paths
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
320
Approx 27,000
14x21 cm
Softcover
May 2022

In a fully redesigned version, the new edition of the book that lifted the veil on the innermost and most secret soul of
Sicily and has by now become a classic.
“If one could only take possession of it and keep it inside oneself, one would become a god.”
Bernard Berenson, Journey through Sicily
The sun, the sea, the blue sky. Tourists may sometimes fall prey to this cliched image of Sicily, the stereotype of brochures or picture-perfect postcards. But
then, as the author of this book says, no region deserves the sobriquet of “unknown” as much as Sicily, a territory still uncharted even by its own
inhabitants.
This “Atlas of Sicily” is dedicated to all travelers wishing to discover the many different identities of this splendid land, an invitation to take a “detour” from
trodden paths and explore the secrets of the homeland of Pirandello, Tomasi di Lampedusa and Sciascia, knowing that few other places on earth evoke a
passion as strong or a love so deep.
The book suggests a hundred different itineraries for both traveler and reader, to actually visit or see through your mind’s eye hidden corners, isolated
churches, little known museums and monuments. Because there is still much to discover in Sicily. Accompanied by pictures by Melo Minnella, the reader will
explore the many different Sicilies, encounter the variety of peoples, cultures, and landscapes that to this day make the island a terra incognita.
Revised, updated, and expanded edition.
Matteo Collura was born in Agrigento in 1945. He began his literary career with the debut novel Associazione indigenti, published in 1979 by Einaudi
following an enthusiastic reading review by Italo Calvino. He is the author of the biography of Leonardo Sciascia, Il maestro di Regalpetra (TEA, 1996), and of
the novel Il gioco delle parti (Longanesi, 2010), on the life of Luigi Pirandello. He published several other books, most often focusing on his homeland,
including Sicilia sconosciuta (Rizzoli, 1984; 2016); Baltico (Reverdito, 1988); In Sicilia (Longanesi, 2004); Qualcuno ha ucciso il generale (Longanesi,
2006); L’isola senza ponte (Longanesi, 2007); Alfabeto Sciascia (Longanesi, 2009); Sicilia. La fabbrica del mito (Longanesi, 2013). He is also the author of
Novecento. Cronache di un secolo italiano dal terremoto di Messina a Mani Pulite (TEA, 2008), a survey of Italian history “from the earthquake in Messina to
Clean Hands”, and of the novel La badante (Longanesi, 2015), and of the theatrical version of Todo Modo, by Sciascia. He writes cultural essays for “Il
Messaggero” and “Corriere della Sera”. He lives in Milan.

Daniela Brignone
FLORIO LOCATIONS
Mansions and historic workshops of the “Lions of Sicily”
Imprint:
Pages:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
240
17x24 cm
Hardcover with jacket
March 2022

A portrait of Palermo in its gilded age. A fascinating city, with its opulence and gorgeous surroundings, until the last
century the destination of choice for the most refined members of European royal houses, arriving on their yachts to
“winter” in the fabulous mansions of the Florio family.
“Art renews people and reveals their life. Love of art is useless where it does not seek to prepare for the future.”
Words engraved on the architrave above the entrance of Teatro Massimo in Palermo
The Florio family were central players at a time of splendor, experimentation, and invention. They began their history on the island in the late Eighteenth
century, opening a store selling spices, drugs, and colonial goods in Via Materassai, in Palermo. In their unstoppable rise they would establish one of the
most powerful economic empires in the world and become the financiers and masterminds of a cultural renewal culminating in the wonders of Liberty, a
style still seen everywhere in Sicily.
This book presents the places where they lived and worked, retelling family sagas and tracing the portraits of iconic figures, revealing events and anecdotes,
evoking atmospheres, and retracing artistic and historical paths, through the rich - and partly never seen before - collection of documents and photographs
belonging to the heirs of Vincenzo Florio.
The international connections of the family, their artistic and cultural exchanges, their many interests and enterprises are revealed though the works of the
architects, the artists and the decorators commissioned for their splendid palaces, villas and places for relaxation and free time.
With a wealth of expert contributions, the book is a homage to a time of creation and productivity, and a unique overview of a place that was a hotbed of art
and culture, its influence felt all over the world, its inventiveness a path to modernity.

Elena Battista, Carl Lawrence, Monica Auriemma

LONDONMANIA
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:

Rizzoli Illustrati
224
Approx 27,000
17x24 cm
Hardcover
100
September 2021

A book to discover the secrets of a grand, alluring lady, sporting red leather boots and stiletto heels under her prim
pastel-colored suits, and a punk mohawk under a bowler hat.
A living, beathing entity that is bound to seduce you, however hard you may try to resist.
London will always elicit a response from its visitors.
Like many metropolises it is a web of contradictions, strata, juxtapositions.
Within a short distance you will find Roman ruins and the tallest skyscraper in Europe, a mysterious maze of alleys and districts, an ever-evolving landscape of
rituals and tribes. In London you can go to a different concert or exhibition every single day, exploring a cultural scene undeterred by even the pandemic, and
each Tube station is a portal to a new world. The city is home to impeccable finance gurus and cool rock musicians, as well as to a unique blend of communities
- from the West Indies, Pakistan, Iran, Turkey as well as from France, Italy, Spain, Poland, even after the controversial decision of the UK to exit the UE.
The 100 illustrated pages of Londonmania will take you on a colorful and amazing journey to the icons and mysteries of the city. You will find the double-decker
buses and fire-red phone booths, but the authors will also lead you to the discovery of the London only Londoners know: the little cafes and shops but most of
all the hidden streets and gardens, the untrodden itineraries and unexpected traditions.

Elena Battista was born in Puglia, close to the sea. As a
publishing consultant and translator, she focused first
on Italian and then foreign fiction and YA. In 2013 she
moved to London where she now works as writer,
photographer and writing coach. She was supposed to
stay only for a while but it’s been years now and she still
hasn’t tired of London, discovering - to her utter
amazement - something new every day.

Giulia Zigotti and Sabrina Ferrero

CINAMANIA
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold:

Rizzoli Illustrated
240
Approx 50000
15 x 22,5 cm
Hardcover
90
October 2020
Germany

Elisabetta Cirillo and Monica Lovati

NEWYORKMANIA
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold:

Rizzoli Illustrated
224
Approx 25000
17 x 24 cm
Hardcover
200
October 2019
China, France, Spain

Marco Reggiani and Sabrina Ferrero

GIAPPOMANIA
Imprint:
Pages:
Wordcount:
Trim size:
Binding:
Illustrations:
Publication:
Foreign rights sold:

Rizzoli Illustrated
224
Approx 9000
17 x 24 cm
Hardcover
200
November 2018
China, France, Germany, Spain

Graphic Novels

Astutillo Smeriglia

PRIESTS
Mysteries of the faith
Imprint:
Pages:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Mondadori Electa
140
17x21 cm
Softcover
November 2021

English sample available !!!

“Preti”, the short film on which the graphic novel is based, was nominated for the David of Donatello
award.
After graduating from seminary, a newly ordained priest becomes the apprentice of an older and more experienced colleague who will provide
the finishing touches to his spiritual training. Their life together won’t be easy. The younger priest will drive his mentor crazy with his
existential questions, both legitimate and not. Over time questions become more complex and answers more outrageous, and at the end of
the apprenticeship both pupil and mentor will find themselves a little farther from God, but a little closer to the truth on human nature.
THE FULL ENGLISH SUBTITLED SHORT FILM ON WHICH THE GRAPHIC NOVEL IS BASED IS AVAILABLE
According to the teachings of the Catholic Church, God became man. And judging by the attire of people of the cloth, in the
Vatican and in parishes, in monasteries and convents, man made himself ridiculous for Him.
The manner of dress of priests, nuns, cardinals, bishops, and the Pope most of all, with all those flowing cassocks and bizarre
hats, is so outrageously funny no one with even a little sense of humor could ever take them seriously.
This is premise of Preti, by Astutillo Smeriglia - the Church and its representatives are a riot. They are the ideal characters of a
comic strip, or better yet, a cartoon sitcom, dealing with the great questions of life from the only perspective possible - that of our
own smallness.
Astutillo Smeriglia is brilliant, and Preti is his masterpiece. I suspect it was dictated to him by the Holy Ghost. Except for the
drawings - those are unquestionably his.
Astutillo Smeriglia is the pseudonym of a satirical comic-book, cartoon, cinema, and theatre writer. In 2018 he was the recipient of the Political Satire
Award in Forte dei Marmi. As a kid he was an altar boy.

Astutillo Smeriglia

PRIESTS

Love tips

Leni
MY PLEASURE
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:

Sperling&Kupfer
240
October 2021

A (truly) practical guide to sex and female pleasure

How many women still consider orgasms rarer than unicorns? Way too many. That’s why Leni - therapist and creator of the podcast “I’m
coming too” (500,000 downloads and counting) - decided to write her first ever book, dealing in the most straightforward, no-nonsense
way possible with this most delicate of issues. A practical and illustrated guide to female pleasure - because orgasms are not an
impossible dream. All you need is a little curiosity, a little imagination and practice. As per doctor’s orders.
A practical, humorous, no-nonsense, and fully illustrated guide - perfect for women but ideal for men, too.
Because it always takes two to tango.

Leni, a therapist with a master’s degree in human sexuality, launched her podcast “I’m coming too” in 2019. Right from the first few weeks “I’m coming
too” met with massive success. Today her podcast is among the most followed in Italy, with over 500,000 downloads.

Mondadori Electa_Sex, love and relationships

Linda&Penny

FREEGIDA
Amazing sex and where to find it
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:

Sperling & Kupfer
208
March 2022

Sex and love relationships in all their difference nuances, as told by two outspoken and uninhibited
young women.

Sexting, dating apps, pornography, masturbation, sex toys and “size”. Linda and Penny speak openly and competently of sex topics
people of all ages still struggle to discuss or even admit to themselves. And their listeners are men as well as women. Based on their
riveting dialogues, their provocative and outrageous exchanges, now comes an illustrated book, an actual atlas of the manifold universe
revolving around sex. A journey of discovery to dispel all taboos and lead us to a freer and more rewarding approach to our sexuality.
From the successful podcast by the same title, a breath of fresh air in the publishing scene.

Linda and Penny are well-known social media managers and appreciated figures in the world of social activism.

Cooking

Hiroshiko Shoda
HIRO CARTOON FOOD
Imprint:
Pages:
Trim size:
Binding:
Publication:

Mondadori Electa
272
17 x 24 cm
Hardcover
November 2021

50 recipes inspired by the most popular manga and Japanese series!
The emotions of cooking and the fascination of a culture: between recipes, memories, manga and anime,
Chef Hiro leads us to discover the irresistible charm of Japan and its culinary culture.

Chef Hiro invites us on this unusual journey to discover Japan.
A fascinating country, rich in colours, anecdotes and curiosities, ingredients and secrets, in a continuous interweaving
of fantasy and reality, myths and legends, deep traditions and advanced technologies.
The preparations, inspired by the most popular Japanese manga and anime series, create a culinary journey between
past and present, memories and novelties.
The chef's heartfelt recipes, simple and evocatives, are all to be experimented without fear, letting yourself be captured
by the sounds of food and the sounds of the soul... Since emotions have a voice too!

Hirohiko Shoda was born in Nara, Japan, in 1977. Since he was a boy, he studied Italian cuisine and then entered the
haute cuisine sector as head chef of several restaurants. In 2006 he moved to Italy and worked for eight years with
Massimiliano Alajmo at his starred restaurant, Le Calandre.
In 2019 he became ambassador of Japanese cuisine in Italy.

Hiroshiko Shoda - HIRO CARTOON FOOD

Stella Bellomo
Natural cuisine
Imprint:
Pages:
Trim size:
Binding:
Wordcount
Publication:

Mondadori Electa
288
19,5 x 25 cm
Paperback with flaps
Approx. 52.000
November 2021

Simple, healthy, and seasonal recipes for the whole family; weekly menus; tips to save money and avoid food
waste. Everything you need to bring your life «back to nature».

How to plan a seven-day family menu; the secrets of sustainable shopping; how to read labels; how to eliminate plastics from your kitchen; how to
organize your food stores the whole year round; how to cook according to the season.
Stella Bellomo shares her experience as a mother, her recipes, and her tips for a healthy and sustainable lifestyle, without going to extremes and in
the awareness that real change can only happen one small step at a time, taking into consideration the commitments, limits, and challenges of
everyday life.
Stella Bellomo is an authority in green living. Hers are not just recipe books but a go-to field guide to start your journey to a life of environmental
awareness and eco-sustainability.

Stella Bellomo Born in Piedmont, for the last 10 years Stella Bellomo has lived on Lake Como.
Since 2009 she freelances as publicist, copywriter, digital PR, and social media manager. She is the author and illustrator of three children’s books on
biology, published in Italy, France, and China. A lover of nature, with a passion for natural cuisine and the simple life, as authentic and green as
possible, she started studying food science, herbs, and natural remedies when she was expecting her first child.

Benedetta Rossi
ITALIAN HOMECOOKING WITH BENEDETTA ROSSI
Imprint:
Pages:
Publication:

Mondadori Electa
368
2021

Benedetta Rossi in the last years has climbed the best-selling lists, gaining herself hundreds of thousands of
readers and becoming a real editorial phenomenon.

“I was born in the countryside, where I grew up and still live, in a house set on the green hills facing the sea. I have drawn my passion for home
cooking from my parents’ countryside traditions. My recipes originate from Grandma’s advices, from the flavours of my childhood, from my friends’
requests, from my experimentations. In a word, they come from my family story and from my daily life”.
Benedetta Rossi’s authenticity and the simplicity of her cooking have conquered a huge public, making her a real bench stone for those who want to
get in the kitchen with passion and love.
In her books she explains us countless recipes, starting from the great classics to new preparations, taking us by the hand to prepare delicious
snacks, first and second courses and desserts.
But there’s more than that: Benedetta delivers cooking tricks and solves kitchen emergencies, gives advice on cooking tools and offers us menus for
any occasion, with the most delicious and yet simplest dishes.
Last but not least, she turns into your best friend by helping you to save the evening and get out the best from what’s left in your fridge!

Benedetta Rossi comes from Marche. Thanks to her authenticity and simplicity she’s become the most appreciated food blogger in Italy with over 2,5
million people following her You Tube channel, over 7,4 million Facebook followers and over 3,7 million Instagram followers.
She has by now published a number of books, each of them proving a best seller and reaching sales for over 100.000 copies.

Benedetta Rossi - Backlist
Over 200.000 copies sold!

INSIEME IN CUCINA
Imprint: Mondadori Electa
Pages: 357
Publication: 2020

250.000 copies sold!!!!

IN CUCINA CON VOI
Imprint: Mondadori Electa
Pages: 368
Publication: 2019

200.000 copies sold!!

LA CUCINA DI CASA
MIA
Imprint: Mondadori Electa
Pages: 351
Publication: 2018

Over 100.000 copies sold!

FATTO IN CASA DA
BENEDETTA 2
Imprint: Mondadori Electa
Pages: 316
Publication: 2017

4 TITLES PUBLISHED, MORE THAN 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD
ONE OF THE TOP10 BEST SELLING ITALIAN AUTHORS IN 2020

Recent backlist highlights

Recent backlist highlight

Piero Maranghi and
Leonardo Piccinini
BEAUTY ALMANAC

Roberto Bolle
DANCING WORDS

Marina Liverani
ATLAS OF GEO-GASTRONOMY

Rizzoli Illustrati
416p.
Softcover

Rizzoli Illustrati
240 p.
Hardcover with jacket

Rizzoli Illustrati
240 p.
Hardcover
Sold to: Germany

A book of digressions on beauty, starting from a
fact of the day: news, curiosities, ideas for
reading, watching a film, observing a work of
art, listening to a piece of music.
This book will accompany us throughout the
year and beyond, to tell and comment, without
taking itself too seriously, the day of the week,
its anniversaries, its stories, as a pretext for
endless digressions in the name of discovery
and curiosity.
A mine of indications and ideas to start a new
book, watch a movie, observe an artwork, listen
to music, and looking for beauty in all areas of
life and knowledge.
A florilegium of facts and news to amaze friends
at dinner or to be inspired on any occasion.

A glossary of words and images, tracing an
intimate and honest portrait of one of the
greatest ballet dancers on the Italian and
international stage.
A non-systematic atlas of thoughts on his life
and art, from his studies at the Scala Academy
to his performances in the greatest theatres of
the world, as well as on his personal passions,
including ecology, his work as UNICEF goodwill
ambassador, television, friendships - both with
dancers and non-dancers -, fashion and
travelling.
And along with words the book includes images,
highlighting
his
career
through
his
performances and his statuesque body, shaped
by training and discipline.
Virtually everything you ever wanted to know and see - about an artist admired the world
over, and who brought ballet and dancing
beyond the boundaries of traditional theatre,
with bold vaults to the far reaches of
showbusiness.

Stories, ideas, and strolls around the stove Remapping the world on the basis of food. A new
geography of cuisine and food traditions, to the
discovery of a universal language of
inclusiveness.
Cuisine thrives on diversity and variety (in
ingredients, techniques, new ways to savor).
And it has also always been a brilliant way to
overcome differences and bring people
together. For food is a vehicle of mutual
discovery and understanding. It is the most
time-honored and cutting-edge of all social
networks, for a table set for a shared meal is all
you need to cement any relationship. Eating
habits define geographies and territories just as
well as political frontiers, language, history or
any other legacy. An atlas of stories, ideas,
itineraries, illustrated by photographs, drawings
and geographical maps based on food – a most
relevant topic and a defining element of cultural
identities. Such is geo-gastronomy – an actual
the geography of cuisine.

Recent backlist highlight

Arnold Nesselrath
RAFFAELLO!

Luca Beatrice
WHICH ART ARE YOU ON?

Rizzoli Illustrati
223 p.
Hardcover with jacket
Sold to: Germany

Rizzoli Illustrati
240 p.
Hardcover
Sold to: China

To celebrate the fifth centenary of Raffaello’s
death (1883-1520) Rizzoli has compiled a
monograph endorsed by the undisputed expert
on Raffaello’s work, Arnold Nesselrath.
The volume traces the work of the artist from
Urbino from a new and original perspective,
which focuses on his role as an “entrepreneur”
ante litteram: head of a flourishing and wellorganised workshop, Raffaello stood out as a
painter and architect open to experimentation
through an amazing range of artistic techniques
and languages.
Divided by theme, the volume features richly
illustrated texts and a spectacular iconographic
portfolio dedicated to one of Raffaello’s
favourite subjects: children.

When does contemporary art begin? The
canonical date was once set after the French
Revolution, then it slid forward to the time
between
Impressionism
and
Post
Impressionism, then at the time of historical
avant-garde movements. Now the timeline has
become closer, marking the starting point with
the end of the Second World War or with the
advent of Pop Art. Which is it then?
Starting with this question, and reclaiming the
provocative title of an essay he wrote a decade
ago, Luca Beatrice presents ten lectures, each
one analyzing a key issue in modern art. From
the avant-garde to present-day movements, the
art critic recounts the crucial turning points in
recent art history - from Cézanne to Bansky,
touching on Pollock, Warhol and Christo. Each
lecture with a close-reading of a few key works.
Navigating through the many “isms” of art, from
conceptual and figurative abstractionism to
trends in both art and criticism, a vade mecum
written during the Covid lockdown that speaks
to both scholars and art buffs, experts and
beginners alike.

Marcello Jori
PINOCCHIO
Rizzoli Illustrati
392 p.
Handwritten
Softcover

In this labor of love, the great painter, comic
book artist and illustrator Marcello Jori
celebrates a book known by all and translated
in every language, a story that has enthralled
and intrigued many a Twentieth century artist.
A new edition of a timeless classic meant for
both children and grown-ups, bringing to new
and vivid life the beloved puppet through the
tableau of a restless and eccentric life.
A sort of Bible, an illuminated manuscript for
modern times, animating characters through
innovative design and pictorial techniques.

Recent backlist highlight

Serafino Ripamonti
THE “SPIDERS” OF LECCO

Massimiliano Ossini
THE PINK MOUNTAINS

Rizzoli Illustrati
256 p.
Hardcover

Rizzoli Illustrati
224 p.
Hardcover

Reinnold Messner
THE MURDER OF THE
IMPOSSIBLE
Rizzoli Illustrate
392 p.
Hardcovercover
Rights sold to Bulgaria,
Czech Rep.
German rights not available

“Ragni di Lecco” is the oldest and most
prestigious rock-climbing group in Italy. Its
famed red jersey with its badge featuring a sixlegged spider is linked to the most challenging
ascents in the world – from Alpine peaks to the
wuthering heights of Patagonia to the
mindboggling altitudes of the Himalaya. Its
famed bearers include Riccardo Cassin, Carlo
Mauri, Casimiro Ferrari, along with many others
who have left an indelible mark on the history of
mountain climbing and daring deeds. This
illustrated volume recounts the intertwined
stories of brotherhood, love for the mountains
and historical exploits, beginning with the first
generation of “spiders”, who in 1946 sought to
take back the youth they had been denied by
the horrors of the World War, and following their
footsteps from the local peaks of Grigna to the
historical ascent of the Western face of Cerro
Torre in 1974. And the tale continues today,
with the adventures of a new generation of top
climbers, like Matteo Della Bordella, adding
their own chapters to the history of the
association and keeping alive a love of
adventure with a dash of romanticism.

A pathway to the mountains seen as an
environment where the slowness of our pace
allows us to truly discover both ourselves and
our surroundings, to connect with nature and
traditions. In this sumptuously illustrated book,
the author guides us to the discovery of the
Dolomite mountains, leading us through valleys
and to the most beautiful peaks of all of Italy. A
vertical journey to the summits and a horizontal
ramble through the glens to lend a voice to the
Dolomites and their stories.
Our
mountaineering
guide
describes
landscapes and encounters, people and places,
and reveals the ancient tales linked to local
traditions and legends, from the trenches of the
Great War to the Wood of Violins to mountain
fairytales. Each leg of the journey provides
three hiking itineraries, each with a different
difficulty level - from family walks to trekking
paths to more challenging climbs, all detailed
by the author’s personal notes and tips. In
selecting the itineraries suggested the author
has focused on the most breathtaking
landscapes, and those that better allow visitors
to appreciate the silence and quiet of the
mountains and their profound beauty.

In 1968 Messner wrote an article about the
new style of climbing mountains via faster
direct ascents, overcoming the toughest
challenges by using new equipment such as
expandable bolts or new climbing techniques.
Technique, more than courage, has today
become the decisive factor. Today, fifty years
later, on the anniversary of his first solo ascent
of Mount Everest without supplemental oxygen,
this has become a hotter topic than ever.
Mountain ascents seem to no longer have limits
dictated by the mountain or by the “dragon” of
the impossible, but are considered to be a sport
for everyone, provided they have the necessary
technological equipment. Messner in this book
talks about a return to traditional alpinism and
enters into conversations about mountains and
limits with the biggest climbers of the world,
from Manolo to Alex Honnold, Adram Onda and
others.

